
 

For the cricket fans all over the world, Sachin Tendulkar is undoubtedly one of the best batsmen ever. He has played more than
200 games while scoring an incredible 30, 24, and 29 centuries. On November 24th 2012 he scored his 200th international
hundred against Sri Lanka in Mumbai. This is a historic moment for Indian Cricket and for people who love everything about it.
The whole video is recorded in front of an enthusiastic crowd in at the Wankhede Stadium in Mumbai. It was also the first game
of 2013. The entire video is recorded in close up using a lot of zoom in and out so that the fans can see every move Sachin
Tendulkar makes. There are many moments throughout the video where you get to see his eyes are closed while he moves his
hands or moves around on the cricket field. Since this is especially for cricket fans, these are probably things that you totally
forget about while watching all this action around you. Also, during the entire video, the sound is very clear. Many cameras are
used to record the game, but the man behind all of this, Marketer Digital Media has done an amazing job of mixing all that into
one single video. One final thing also needs to be said that there are many moments throughout this video where you see
Tendulkar's fans screaming and crying out his name. It seems like he has not only scored his 200th international hundred but
also won their hearts for life. At approximately 00:42 in the video, right after he scores his first century of 2013 there is a loud
roar from the audience. They start clapping like crazy. It's like they can't believe that he actually did it. And then Tendulkar
starts playing his game all over again, moving around on the field and at home plate ignoring what is happening around him. A
very good video which will be enjoyed by many cricket fans all around the world. Title:Sachin Tendulkar 200 Runs Full Video
Free Download Date:March 13, 2013 Author:Marketer Digital Media Details:Article Source :- http://goo.gl/Z7wE5R Title : 
Sachin Tendulkar 200 Runs Full Video Free Download [Article end] Article Source :- http://goo. gl/Z7wE5R Title:Sachin
Tendulkar 200 Runs Full Video Free Download [ARTICLE START] For the cricket fans all over the world, Sachin Tendulkar
is undoubtedly one of the best batsmen ever. He has played more than 200 games while scoring an incredible 30, 24, and 29
centuries. On November 24th 2012 he scored his 200th international hundred against Sri Lanka in Mumbai. This is a historic
moment for Indian Cricket and for people who love everything about it. The whole video is recorded in front of an enthusiastic
crowd in at the Wankhede Stadium in Mumbai. It was also the first game of 2013.
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